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Dear Readers,
The additional services we offer our customers
are becoming increasingly diverse. In the past
we offered a host of production-related activities,
including specialist packing services, mechanical
testing and the assembly of telephone systems to
name just a few.

TREND TOWARDS COMMERCIAL TASKS
Now we have expanded our range of services to
include additional administrative tasks. Take our
customer Unify, for example. We have worked for
this manufacturer of communication solutions for
the past 16 years. On 1 October we took over responsible tasks in five administrative areas.

MAXIMUM ADDED-VALUE
Our new services include order management,
operational procurement, and export control (see
page 5). Our employees naturally work according
to Unify’s defined processes and are fully trained
by the company. By pooling logistics, assembly and
administration, we can offer our customers maximum added-value.
To optimally realise such full-service packages for
our customers we not least need expert know-how
and a modern IT infrastructure.

Wolfgang Geis (left) and Hans-Georg Geis

We have once again upgraded our core IT systems
for the future (see page 7), and when it comes to
manpower, our ongoing training and further training
programmes launched several years ago are proving
a big success (see page 8). In August and September,
the latest apprentices also started working at Geis
(see page 16). With sound training they will become
real experts – to the benefit of our customers.
Much more news about the Geis Group can be found
on the following pages. We hope you enjoy reading it!

Yours,

Hans-Georg Geis and Wolfgang Geis,
Managing Partners of the Geis Group

INTELLIGENT LOGISTICS
CREATE ADDED VALUE

EDITORIAL
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FULLSERVICE

FOR UNIFY
Geis creates added value: The logistics service
provider configures and assembles communications
solutions, takes care of special packaging and performs mechanical tests. For Unify, Geis now takes
on even broader administrative tasks.

U

nify is a global leader in
communications software
and services, and supplies
approximately 75 percent of the
“Global 500” companies with its
integrated communication solutions. Until October 2013, Unify
was known as Siemens Enterprise
Communications.
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Geis has worked for Unify for 16
years. In 2011, the project moved
into the Erlangen-Frauenaurach
Logistics and Technology Centre.
Here the team takes care of the
entire new-parts, spare-parts
and return logistics, as well as of
the assembly and configuration
of telephone systems in the Assembly and Configuration Center.
Since October 1, Geis has also
carried out additional important
tasks in five commercial areas.

THE NEW SERVICES FOR UNIFY

1.

ORDER MANAGEMENT: “We are now respon-

sible for the rapid and correct processing
of incoming orders”, says Division Manager
Götz Gaudlitz. “Our employees come into action
when an order doesn’t run through the system automatically, and when there is a need for clarification.
”Input errors, non-stock components, changes to
customer orders, instigation of part-deliveries or
exports to third countries – within the area of
order management, Geis employees work closely
together to execute each order as quickly as
possible. They also manage material-flow for the
customer’s global supply depots.

2.

TRANSPORTATION: Geis employees
take care of every aspect of goods outwards, choose the forwarder, and check
invoices and route orders – naturally all according to the wishes and requirements of Unify.

3.

WAREHOUSE AND ACC SUPPORT: ACC
stands for the Assembly and Configuration
Center, and is where Geis assembles and
configures telephone systems. Geis now provides
support with cases for clarification that arise at
assembly in the warehouse.

4.

PURCHASE ORDER CENTER: Geis em-

ployees take care of procurement.
They replenish the warehouse when
inventories are low, set procurement limits
and check supplier invoices.

5.

EXPORT CONTROL AND CUSTOMS:

Lightwavemedia © Thinkstock

Geis has been responsible for import
tariffs and imports for some time.
Now Geis will also be in charge of export
control and manual customs declarations.

INTENSIVE TRAINING
Before Unify gradually transferred responsibility
for the different areas, Geis set up new office workplaces, recruited qualified employees and had them
undergo intensive training by Unify. “Thanks to the
close collaboration, the transfer of overall responsibility on 1 October was seamless”, says Erik Lassen,
Managing Director Geis Industrie-Service GmbH.
Thus, Unify has brought together a large part of the
supply chain at Geis in Frauenaurach, and is using
synergies and short distances by directly linking
the administrative and operative sides.
“Over the past few years we have successfully
cooperated with Unify and proven our expertise.
I am proud that Unify has now transferred these
important responsibilities to us”, says Dr. Johannes
Söllner, Managing Director Geis Holding. “We will
do our utmost to justify this trust.”

“THE COMPLEXITY OF
OUR TASKS GROWS
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS’
REQUIREMENTS. THEY
NEED SINGLE SOURCE
SOLUTIONS – GEIS
PROVIDES THEM.”
Dr. Johannes Söllner,
Managing Director Geis Holding

From order management to export
control, Geis now carries out a range
of administrative tasks.
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GEIS IT:
STRONG,
EFFICIENT,
SECURE
Global supply chains, just-in-time delivery and
inventory planning – strong logistics is based
not least on powerful IT systems. The Geis Group’s
new central server and storage system is even more
dynamic, secure and energy-efficient.

C

ustomers in particular will
benefit from the new IT
components: “Regardless
of location, all customer projects
use the same strong and secure
IT infrastructure”, explains
Jürgen Fuchs, Head of IT Infrastructure. “Thanks to the optimal
performance of the dynamic
systems we can meet the rapidlyrising service requirements of
our customers at short notice.”
The new hardware, such as the
two central IBM mainframes, is
also considerably more energy
efficient than its predecessors.
“When selecting components, we
also pay close attention to their
environmental characteristics”,
says Jürgen Fuchs.

Geis places particular importance
on security. Thus, since 2013,
all the central IT systems have
been ISO 27001-certified. Protection against cyber attacks, IT
risk management and reliability
are just a few aspects that are
checked as part of ISO 27001
certification. Also the entire IT
change management is practised
according to the same standard.
Jürgen Fuchs: “Our entire central
hardware infrastructure is optimally equipped for the increasing
demands of the coming years.”

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES
AN OVERVIEW
A glance at the logistics centres
in Frauenaurach and Ostrava
shows how modern technology is
optimally supporting operational
processes: On large screens,
Geis employees in the warehouse
and assembly areas are able
to see the latest order status
at all times. This means that
employees can largely manage
themselves, easily identify
bottlenecks and make sure that
loading times are adhered to.

TOP STORIES
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The successful Geis apprentices
with their training managers (back
from the left): Jessica Gröschl,
Marius Kraft, Christine Richter and
Katharina Senft with (front from
the left) Fabian Durmann, Ursula
Wirth and Bernhard Hofmann.

T
GEIS TRAINEES ARE

TOP OF
THE CLASS
The graduation ceremony at the Klara Oppenheimer Vocational College in Würzburg showed
how successful apprenticeship-training is at
Geis: All four of the trainees who came out top of
the class in the field of forwarding and logistics
specialists (FLS) completed their apprenticeships at the Geis Group.
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he four top-performing FLS
trainees are: Jessica Gröschl
from Geis Transport und
Logistik GmbH in Gochsheim near
Schweinfurt, Marius Kraft from
Hans Geis GmbH in Kürnach near
Würzburg and Christine Richter
and Katharina Senft from Hans
Geis GmbH in Bad Neustadt. The
four former Geis trainees received
their awards on 23 July in Würzburg’s s.Oliver Arena.
“Sound local vocational training is
a long-standing tradition at Geis”,
says Kürnach Site Manager Henry
Portisch. “I - like my colleagues am proud of the four and their
outstanding success”.
Naturally, all four apprentices
have been taken on by the Geis
Group as permanent employees.
In October, Marius Kraft will also
in cooperation with Geis begin a
bachelor’s degree at the University
of Fulda.
“A career at Geis is ongoing and
offers first-class prospects”, says
Jochen Geis, Assistant Manager.
“Our sites have for many years
been training apprentices successfully, and many of our skilled
and managerial employees completed their training at Geis.”

SHINY LOGISTICS

JUST-IN-TIME ON THE
CONSTRUCTION SITE
Most Jeremias products are delivered as guaranteed shipments
directly to construction sites,
which are particularly dependent
on reliable and timely deliveries. “Geis is doing an
outstanding job here”,
says Holger Wilk,
Logistics Manager at
the Jeremias Group.

FOR GLOSSY
PRODUCTS
W

assertrüdingen in the
district of Ansbach, 10am:
A forklift truck transports
a pallet with shiny stainless steel
pipes to the waiting trailer. The
truck unerringly journeys back
and forth between the Jeremias
Group’s main plant and the Geis
semi-trailer, gradually filling it
with chimney-related products:
mufflers, exhaust flaps, chimney
caps - all made of stainless steel,
and all high-gloss products.
The Jeremias Group employs more
than 1,000 people at seven production sites in Europe and the
USA, and specializes in stainless-steel chimneys. “We collect
the goods several times a day
from Jeremias’s main site in
Wassertrüdingen, consolidate
them in our transshipment terminal in Satteldorf, and distribute
them throughout Germany and
Europe”, explains Holger
Stegmaier,

Sales Manager at Geis Eurocargo
in Satteldorf.
As part of the cooperation, both
companies jointly analysed and
optimised various logistical
processes and data transfer.
Jeremias has now also commissioned Geis CZ to take care of
the distribution of goods from its
Czech warehouse in Most. And
the partners have already entered into talks regarding distribution in Poland.
“In Geis, Jeremias has found a
strong general-cargo business
partner that can also give it
strong support with our entire
transport logistics”, says Holger
Wilk, Logistics Manager at the
Jeremias Group. “Thanks to our
close co-operation, a high degree
of flexibility and outstanding
service, everything is running
smoothly, and we are constantly
working on new ways of optimizing the supply chain.”

Picture: © Jeremias, Graphic: iStock © Thinkstock

The stainless-steel
chimney is the
most commonlyused chimney
variant. One of
the world’s leading manufacturers
of stainless-steel
chimneys is the
Jeremias Group.
Recently, the company chose Geis as
its transport logistics partner.

BESPOKE

SOFTWARE SOLUTION
Geis has concluded a co-operation
agreement with active logistics, the
Nuremberg-based software company.
This will result in the Road Services
sites in Germany having their own
customized application.

F

or several years Geis has been using active
logistics‘ L-wiS Transport Management System (TMS) for Road Services in Germany. Geis
employees use the TMS for all forwarding tasks,
including shipment entry, scheduling and invoicing.
Recently, a team from the software company has together with Geis’s IT professionals been developing
the TMS further exclusively for the Geis Group. The
benefit for customers: The software and interfaces
can be adapted to individual requirements faster
and more flexibly. In addition, new solutions and
process improvements are implemented even faster.

The closer co-operation with active logistics enables Geis
to implement new solutions even faster.

CZECH REPUBLIC:

NEW PARCEL DEPOT
IN ČESKÉ BUDĚJOVICE

A

t České Budějovice in
southern Bohemia, the
Geis Group is building a
new hall for parcel processing.
The 1,200-square-metre terminal is set to go into operation
later this year.
Due to the huge growth in the
region, the site’s existing capacities were no longer sufficient.
For this reason, the new hall,
with two main-run ramps, 33
gates for delivery vehicles and
corresponding office space, is
being built next to it.
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© Samsung

GEIS
TRANSPORTS
WHITE
GOODS FOR
SAMSUNG

With the Samsung Food Showcase, the kitchen
becomes the new dressing room.

One of the world’s largest companies is now a customer of the Geis
Group: The Nuremberg site of Geis Transport und Logistik GmbH
now distributes household appliances for Samsung Electronics
Deutschland throughout Bavaria. The project began on 1 September.

E

ncompassing everything
from heavy goods such as
the huge, nearly 150-kgheavy side-by-side refrigerators, to anticipated large volume
increases between autumn and
Christmas, the project has it all.

Site Manager Werner Schelter
and his team are well prepared
for it, however: “We specialize
in all goods that require special
handling. We also have a lot of
experience with seasonal fluctuations, and will react flexibly in
order to provide Samsung with
the best quality service.”

Geis processes the goods in
Nuremberg using a crossdocking process, and distributes
them within 24 hours to dealers
in Bavaria. Geis is linked with
Samsung’s IT systems to ensure
the quick and precise movement
of goods and information. “Order data flows directly into our
systems”, says Werner Schelter.
“Conversely, Samsung can see
the recipient’s signature a few
minutes after each delivery.”

DID YOU KNOW?
Samsung Electronics is the world’s
leading manufacturer of smart
phones and TV sets. Now the
Korean company is the world
leader when it comes to refrigerators, too.
Founded in Daegu in South Korea
in 1938, Samsung has grown
into a global player. Each day, its
319,000 employees worldwide
seek to realise the company’s
aim of inspiring people and
opening up new possibilities to
them with its innovations.

ROAD SERVICES
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LOGISTICS

EXPERIENCED LIVE
For this year’s Supply
Chain Day, the Geis Group
invited managers of its
customer Knorr-Bremse
Systeme für Schienenfahrzeuge to its logistics
centre in Seubtendorf in
Thuringia. Here they were
given in-depth insights
into complex logistics
processes.

“THE EVENT WAS EXCITING
FOR BOTH SIDES. WE WILL
REPEAT IT FOR SURE.”
Joannis Tsilivarakos
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T

he approximately 15,000-squaremetre-large facility went into operation last year. It is used by KnorrBremse as a central logistics hub, from
which the Geis Group supplies several
production plants and ships goods all
over the world.
Site Manager Joannis Tsilivarakos and his
team welcomed some 100 guests from the
German Knorr-Bremse sites in Berlin and
Munich. After a brief presentation of the
logistics facility, there followed tours and
talks.
“Our guests were very interested in the
procedures and processes. In addition, it
was a great opportunity to personally get
to know the persons at the other end of the
line”, says Joannis Tsilivarakos. “The response was extremely positive. It will definitely not be the last event of this kind.”

BUNDLED
PROCESSES

FOR GREATER

EFFICIENCY

Geis is currently taking on additional services for its customer
Siemens Elektromotory (SEM) at
the Mohelnice Logistics Centre.
In 2016 it plans to take on even
more services. The advantage
for SEM-Mohelnice: The company can concentrate entirely on
its core business and is able to
increase efficiency by bundling
logistics processes.

G

eis has worked for the
electric-motor manufacturer at the 7,600-m2-large
logistics centre in the Czech town
of Mohelnice since 2002. Tasks
carried out include receiving,
storing and provisioning the SEM
goods produced in Mohelnice,
as well as picking, packing and
loading them. In addition, Geis is
responsible for national and international distribution. Geis has
even integrated a joinery into the
logistics centre for the production
of speciality packaging.
“We now also take care of packaging at the end of production”,
explains Ralf Lammering, Managing Director of Geis IndustrieService GmbH. “We coordinate
and optimize the individual packaging steps up to the dispatch of
the finished products. At the same
time, less packaging material is
required, which reduces costs and
protects the environment.”
In the coming year, the company plans to outsource another
service package to Geis. Geis will
then be responsible for the receipt
and storage of purchased parts
and will centrally consolidate,
pick and supply all the production
materials to the production line.
To this end, a covered connecting
section is currently being built
directly from the warehouse to
the production supply tunnel.
Ralf Lammering: “I am very
pleased that we will continue
to expand our successful cooperation with SEM-Mohelnice.
By bundling all our logistics
services, we will work even
more efficiently for the
company.”

LOGISTICS SERVICES
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COMPLEX
IT SERVICES
FOR AVAYA
Since 2002, Geis has run
the central distribution
centre for AVAYA, a leading global communications
company, in Dietzenbach
near Frankfurt. At the
site, Geis offers a genuine
full-service, and carries
out a variety of specialist
tasks. Lately, Geis employees have also been
responsible for complete
software installation,
so-called staging.
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A

VAYA telecommunication
systems are used worldwide. In order for them to be
up to date on delivery, Geis configures them. Specially-trained
systems electronic engineers and
technicians download software
for terminals and WiFi access
points, test WEB units and issue
technical documentation. By
outsourcing this work, AVAYA
achieves much greater flexibility.

NEW
LOGISTICS
FACILITY
PLANNED
IN GOCHSHEIM
At the end of this year, the Geis
Group plans to start work on
the construction of a brand new
logistics facility in Gochsheim
near Schweinfurt. It will be built
on a 24,500 square metre site

“With Geis as contract logistics
partner, our customers benefit
from the knowledge and extensive
experience of our experts”, says
Dr. Johannes Söllner, Managing
Director of Geis Holding. “The
interplay between traditional
logistics tasks and value-added
services means that we secure
the best-possible overall package
from a single source.”

next to the company’s existing
freight terminal.
The logistics centre will cover
nearly 15,000 square metres.
If everything goes to plan, the
facility will go into operation in
mid-2016. Customers will have
access to state-of-the-art storage areas, and there is currently
still free capacity available.

IN 87 DAYS
RIGHT ACROSS INDIA
Successful project transport to India: Geis’s Swiss
company General Transport AG recently transported
a 360-tonne generator from Switzerland via Mumbai
to Solapur. Thanks to meticulous preparation, the
transport operation went precisely according to plan.

DOOR-TO-DOOR
SWITZERLAND – UK
Since 2011, General Transport has
belonged to Geis, and is an expert
for heavy-lift transports and project logistics. The Swiss company
is also well-versed in European

T

he generator was first
transported by road from
the manufacturing plant to
the Rhine. After being loaded onto
a barge, the next stop was the
seaport, where the generator was
loaded onto a heavy-lift ship, the
“BBC Switzerland”, which then set
sail on time for India.

Then came the most difficult part
of the project – the more than
600-kilometre-long stretch from
Mumbai to the operation site. A
transport container was specially manufactured locally for the
overland transport operation.
As a result, the total weight of

road transport, especially on the

the generator convoy increased
to 583 tonnes, and its length to
more than 68 metres. This in turn
called for the use of three 520 hp
tractors.

route UK – Switzerland.
“We offer genuine door-to-door
transport”, says Markus Kohler,
Manager Sales & Marketing. “With
13 own megatrailers, we operate

“We had to create several bypasses to get past tight corners
and other obstacles”, says Andreas Speiser, CEO of General
Transport AG. “We took this into
account in advance as part of
the feasibility study and route
testing.” Thus, General Transport
succeeded in transporting the
generator safely to its destination
in 87 days, delivering it right on
schedule.

the route several times per day.
For temperature-sensitive goods
we also employ a refrigerated
truck. It transports Swiss chocolate to Britain.”
General Transport takes care of all
the goods imported from England
to Switzerland amongst others for
cosmetics company “The Body
Shop” – including the customs
clearance of the more than 1,000
products.

AIR + SEA SERVICES
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Geis Transport und Logistik

NUREMBERG

Geis Industrie-Service

OHRDRUF

NEU-ISENBURG

SATTELDORF

NEW
APPRENTICES
ARRIVED
In August and September, 125 young people entered the
exciting world of logistics by beginning their apprenticeships at more than 30 Geis sites.

Geis Eurocargo

OHRDRUF

BAD NEUSTADT
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Geis Eurocargo

NUREMBERG

G

eis is training them in eight
different professions. Once
again this year, forwarding
and logistics service specialists
make up the largest group with
57 new apprentices, followed by
22 warehouse logistics specialists. In addition, 19 warehouse
operators, 15 professional drivers, five office managers, four
systems integration specialists,
one IT specialist for application
development and – for the first
time – two wood technicians
started their apprenticeships.
Geis warmly welcomes all the
new apprentices!

NAILA

APPRENTICES DONATE
MONEY TO NEPAL
After the severe earthquake in
Nepal, Geis Group trainees in
Bad Neustadt were quick to offer
their assistance. They donated
the entire contents of their joint
piggy bank to the earthquake

DIETZENBACH

relief effort in Nepal. The
management then topped up this
amount to 500 euros.
In order for the aid to get to
where it is urgently needed,
Geis handed the donation
cheque to Klaus Schiffmann – a
Lions Club member with close

The preparations for the 2016
intake are already in full swing.
On 19 September, for example,
Geis held its “Training Day” in Bad
Neustadt, at which schoolchildren, parents and other interested
parties could find out about the
different apprenticeships on offer.
More information can be found at
www.ausbildung.geis-group.com.

ties to Nepal.
“For the people in Nepal, all help

EICHENZELL

is vital,” says Bernhard Hofmann, Geis Training Manager at
Bad Neustadt. “I am therefore
delighted that our trainees are
getting involved with the earthquake relief effort by donating
money.”

HOF
KÜRNACH

Geis Industrie-Service

NUREMBERG

FUN AT
SUMMER
FESTIVAL
One of the exhibitors at this
year’s Siemens Healthcare
Summer Festival was Geis
Industrie-Service from Forchheim. Many of the around 5,900
visitors in Erlangen’s Röthelheimpark stopped by Geis’s
stand, took part in the bull-riding
event, or sat down in the Geis
truck. “We loved taking part”,
says Nadine Hack, who as the
Site Management Assistant
organized the stand.

US STUDENTS
AT BISCHOFF

WELL
PRESENTED
The Mainfranken-Messe is one of the largest and
most successful regional events in Germany.
Between 26 September and 4 October, Geis exhibited for the first time at the event in Würzburg,
which was attended by around 100,000 visitors.

Four American students from
Kean University in Union (New
Jersey) recently spent two weeks
at Bischoff in Naila. Bischoff is
a partner of the University of Hof
for this pilot project.
The students’ task was to carry
out an analysis of the transport
markets in the two economies. In
addition, they oversaw the daily
logistics processes at Bischoff
and worked in various areas of
the company. Managing Director
Andreas Weinrich: “The project
proved beneficial and exciting for
both sides.”
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T

he first Mainfranken-Messe
took place exactly 65 years
ago. Since then, the experience-based trade fair has been
held every two years and covers
new areas each time. In keeping
with the experience-rich nature
of the fair, Geis offered a range of
information and activities relating
to transport and logistics: Visitors
could drive virtual vehicles in the
truck-driving simulator, manoeuvre remote-controlled trucks on a
specially-built course, and take a
look inside a driver’s cab.

“WE SHOWED THAT
LOGISTICS IS A
HIGHLY INTERESTING INDUSTRY. GEIS
OFFERS OUTSTANDING PROSPECTS.”
Volker Kindler,
Head of Personnel Management

ANNIVERSARIES
Over the past few months, 26 Geis employees have celebrated their 25th or even
their 40th anniversary with the company.
Anton Kopp
celebrated his 40 th anniversary with the company. Initially he worked for Siemens
in Erlangen as a packer. Today he works
for Geis Industrie-Service in Forchheim.
Helmut Stockhausen
began working as an
apprentice for Südkraft in
Nuremberg on 1 September
1975. Today he is responsible for long-haul
transport at Geis Transport und Logistik in
Nuremberg.
Margitta Maksymtschak
began her apprenticeship at
Gebrüder Bischoff in Naila
on 1 September 1975. For
many years she has been in charge of payroll accounting at Bischoff International.
Volkmar Müller
began working for Logistik
Schleiz as a truck driver
on 1 September 1975. He
currently drives a forty-tonne truck for
Bischoff Transport.
Markus Schleppe
began working for Siemens
in Erlangen as a packer on
1 October 1975. Since 2007
he has worked for Geis Industrie-Service
in Forchheim.
Robert Schütz
celebrated his 25th anniversary with the company. He
initially worked for Siemens
in Erlangen as a packer and now works for
Geis Industrie-Service in Forchheim.
Roswitha Günther
began working as an administrative assistant for TSG
in Zella-Mehlis on 1 July
1990. Today she works for Geis Eurocargo
in Ohrdruf.
Ilka Schwermer
also began working as an
administrative assistant
for TSG in Zella-Mehlis on
1 July 1990. She currently works in the
administration department at Geis Eurocargo in Ohrdruf.

Benno Spörl
began working as a packer
for Siemens in Erlangen on
July 2 1990. Today he carries out the same work for Geis IndustrieService in Forchheim.

Andrea Hahn
began working for Geis Eurocargo as an administrator in
the consolidated groupage
department on 22 August 1990. Today she
works in the insurance department.

Romann Bohn
joined Hans Geis GmbH in
Bad Neustadt on 25 July
1990 as a truck driver. He
continues to work there today as a shortand long-haul Truck Driver.

Ursula Luthardt
has worked as an Administrator for Geis Eurocargo in
Sonneberg since 28 August
1990 and is responsible for shipment
notification.

Melanie Seifert
began her apprenticeship
at Hans Geis GmbH in Bad
Neustadt on 1 August 1990.
Today she works as an administrator there.

Michael Kirchner
joined the company on
3 September 1990 as a
truck driver. He is currently
an Administrator in the short-haul transport scheduling department at Hans Geis
GmbH in Bad Neustadt.

Xhevat Iberdemaj
began his apprenticeship at
Hans Geis GmbH in Nuremberg on 1 August 1990. For
many years he headed the packaging operation in Nuremberg. Today he is Transportation Manager at Geis Industrie-Service.

Thomas Metzler
joined Gebrüder Bischoff as
a warehouse employee on
3 September 1990 and
today works for Bischoff International.

Sabine Gebhardt
began her apprenticeship
at Gebrüder Bischoff on
1 August 1990. After many
years in the pallet department, she now works
in the financial accounting department.

Jörg Papke
began working as a truck
driver for Gebrüder Bischoff
on 3 September 1990 and is
currently a short-haul truck driver for Bischoff
Transport, driving a twelve-tonne truck.

Norbert Rustler
joined Hans Geis GmbH in
Bad Neustadt as a truck
driver on 7 August 1990. He
is currently deployed as a Siemens factory
traffic truck driver.

Jörg Richter
began working as a truck driver for Gebrüder Bischoff on
3 September 1990. Today he
drives a forty-tonne truck for Bischoff Transport and carries out short-haul deliveries.

Tanja Hümmer
began her apprenticeship
at Gebrüder Bischoff on
15 August 1990. Since 2010
she has worked in Bischoff International’s
central order acceptance office.

Christian Walter
began working for Spedition Südkraft in Schweinfurt
as an apprentice on 24
September 1990. He now works as an administrator for Geis Transport und Logistik
GmbH in Gochsheim.

Klaus Frenzel
started working as a
truck driver for Gebrüder
Bischoff on 20 August
1990. At Bischoff Transport he now
mainly works as a shunter.
Thomas Lieb
began working as a
warehouse employee in the
Siemens despatch office on
20 August 1990. He is currently responsible
for goods receipt in the high-bay warehouse
at Hans Geis GmbH in Bad Neustadt.

Angela Knörnschild
was hired as an administrative assistant on 1 October
1990 by Gebrüder Bischoff.
Today she is department head at Bischoff
International.
Birgit Reich
began working as an
administrative assistant
for Gebrüder Bischoff on 9
October 1990. She currently works at the
reception desk for Bischoff International.
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We fulfil your demands. With expertise and reliability, flexibility and passion.
Go for the best overall package: www.geis-group.com

ROAD SERVICES

AIR + SEA SERVICES

LOGISTICS SERVICES

